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ABSTRACT  

In reality, facts and data systems are the groundwork of modern productivity resources, medical structure forms, and 

erection of a worldwide market. IoT based upon health care techniques performs a substantial role in ICT with 

involvement in development of medical information systems, that where underpinning of current medical and also 

economic progression approaches. The rising technological innovation in wireless communication system, on chip 

with low power sensor nodes provide significance to Wireless Body Area Networks (WBAN) tremendously suited 

to IOT gadgets. In this paper, we present the practical issues while implementing WBAN to healthcare service. 

Therefore, we propose a multi-hop WBAN construction techniques which includes four tasks; the clustered topology 

model, mobility service, and also transmission efficiency enhancement. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The wireless technologies are a successive step for up 

the mobile health applications. Mobile health is 

additionally referred as mHealth and electronics 

health is referred as eHealth. A Wireless Body space 

Network contains little and intelligent systems or 

devices hooked up to the body of the patient that is to 

be ceaselessly monitored by the mobile health 

application over a wireless communication device 

which might be Zigbee or Bluetooth. WBAN offers 

the continual information and observance and real-

time graphs and feedback to the user, patient or to the 

doctor allotted for that patient. Next the values taken 

are used for analyzing purpose. The analyzed values 

are wont to make certain any quite illness can occur. 

The info is recorded for the long amount of your 

time.  

WBAN application may be extended to military and 

sports areas wherever the soldier or player health 

standing will be monitored. The most purpose of this 

paper is to propose a really comprehensive and brief 

survey on WBAN and it varied applications inside 

the attention industries. Hence, it's expected that the 

web of Things (IoT) applications for attention service 

will be one in all the foremost exceptional resolution 

for this downside. In IoT, devices collect and share 

data with one another and even the cloud, creating it 

possible to record and analyze new information 

stream. During this regard, attention IoT systems 

check patient’s health state during a period with 

wearable or planted sensing devices. Then, the 

systems transmit gathered information to attention 

center like a hospital. Thus on understand attention 

IoT, WBAN that may be the latest network is 

developed. WBAN is an associate applicable system 

for medical applications. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

To provide services for the aged folks, parts primarily 

based system design of UHC observation is meant in 
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[9]. An example system that monitors location and 

health standing victimization Bluetooth as WBAN 

and smartphone with a measuring system as 

Intelligent Central Node (ICN) is employed during 

this design. This design provides accessibility to 

relations or medical authorities to spot real-time 

position and health standing of patients via the web. 

ZigBee is employed for tiny rate applications as a 

result of it consumes less power than Bluetooth. 

One of the foremost issue in detector networks is to 

utilize the energy with efficiency. For utilizing the 

energy with efficiency Mirak et. al, planned 

distributed energy economical algorithmic program 

especially for the matter of target coverage in [11]. 

For economical energy utilization, sensors ought to 

be deployed in an optimized manner. In [12], totally 

different detector placements techniques are applied 

for analyzing the potency of detector network and 

additionally planned an algorithmic program for 

finding the matter of complete coverage with the 

minimum price. Energy is one in all the necessary 

issue moving the performance of the network. Even 

anchor placement scenarios and position 

methodologies are mentioned in [13] for achieving 

the economical energy utilization. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

III SYSTEM MODEL 

The WBAN system model for one hop star and two 

hop extended network topology is shown in figure 1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Multihop WBAN Model 

In general, the nodes are the detector node placed in 

body devices and on body devices to assemble 

information and monitor body health standing. We 

tend to adopt multi-channel TDMA approach for 

information transmission between parent and kid 

node among every cluster. All the data are collected 

by WBAN arranger (H1 and H2: Hub) and received 

by entree like smartphone devices. In distributed 

network any mode of wireless application like 3G/ 

4G/WSN are connected to entree and therefore the 

central unit aforementioned to be medical server can 

monitor and access the entree for the data from the 

nodes. The overall WBAN system model is shown in 

figure 2. 
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Figure 2 WBAN System Model 

 

There is variety of standards that are adopted for 

communication in WBAN. Microscopic chips that 

are generally utilized in wearable devices depends on 

these standards. A detail discussion for standards; 

Bluetooth, ZigBee, MICS, and radical Wide Band 

(UWB) IEEE 802.15.6 [3].  

a. IEEE 802.15.1 (Bluetooth)  

Bluetooth may be a short vary communication 

customary with rate of three Mbps and vary of 

regarding 10m. It's adopted in UHC owing to high 

information measure and low latency. It additionally 

supports several mobile platforms. However, in UHC 

watching application, use of this customary is 

avoided attributable to high power consumption. It's 

appropriate for latency and information measure 

sensitive eventualities [3].  

b. ZigBee  

ZigBee customary is that the most typically used 

customary. It's the aptitude to handle advanced 

communication in low power communication devices 

(such as, nodes) with collision shunning schemes. It 

consumes less power (nearly sixty mW) and provides 

low rate of 250 kbps. Hardware support with coding 

is featured by several ZigBee controllers to supply 

effective protection for communication in WBAN 

[3].  

c. MICS  

This band is specially designed for communication in 

WBAN. It's a brief distance customary and is 

employed to assemble signals from completely 

different sensors on the body in a very multi-hop 

structure. As compared to UWB, MICS has terribly 

low power radiation, thus, is best suited for the 

sensors utilized in UHC watching system [3].  

d. IEEE 802.15.6 UWB  

It provides terribly high information measure and rate 

for communication. It's used for localization of 

transmitters. Once terribly high information measure 

is needed in any application, UWB is that the most 

suitable option. as an example, whenever, associate 

degree emergency or important scenario happens, 

UWB with world Positioning System provides the 

most effective, short and traffic free route to the 

medical centre with none interference. User 

localization is sometimes necessary in hospitals or 

whenever, associate degree emergency scenario takes 

place. The advantage of UWB is that it's the sole 

reliable technique of localization. The disadvantage is 

receiver's quality attributable to that it's not 

appropriate for wearable applications in health 

watching [3].  

IV NETWORK DESIGN ISSUES 

Data transmission responsibility and latency are 

important in any WBAN that collect non-critical and 

demanding information from the assorted a part of 

the physical body. The responsibility and latency of a 

WBAN can in the main rely upon the style of the 
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Medium Access management layer and it physical 

design. The mackintosh layer helps to work out the 

network potency and utilization problems that in the 

main determine a system and operational prices of a 

WBAN. The mackintosh layer additionally helps to 

see the facility consumption of a WBAN that is a 

vital design issue. The physical layer additionally 

determines the responsibility of the WBAN at the 

same time. 

A. Power potency  

Power management is often a vital operational issue 

in any style particularly in WBAN. The facility 

management in WBAN is optimize by the PHY 

(physical) and therefore the mackintosh (medium 

access control) layer processes. mackintosh layer 

introduces a way higher level of power saving by 

victimization many techniques like packet 

transmission programming associate degreed channel 

access techniques it implements the utilization 

associate degree intelligent communication 

techniques and an best packet structure. By choosing 

applicable modulation and secret writing techniques 

the PHY layer will increase the chance of 

transmissions. The power budget of a WBAN node is 

cut back through the next packet transmission 

chance.  

B. Responsibility 

The responsibility of WABN is directly proportional 

to the packet transmission delay and therefore the 

packet loss chance. The chance of the packet loss is 

influence by the Bit Error Rate (BIR) of the 

mackintosh layer transmission procedures which of 

the channel. by victimization associate degree 

adaptive  modulation and secret writing techniques 

that suites the channel conditions during which the 

transmission takes place the PHY layer of a WBAN 

will cut back the effective bit error rate of a 

transmission link. The effective bit error rate is cut 

back by implementing a forwards correcting error 

(EFR) technique. The utilization of this method needs 

transmission of further redundant bits that might 

increase the facility budget of the WBAN node 

owing to the transmission of additional bits. The 

matters of a network also can have an effect on the 

also can have an effect on the responsibility and 

power budget of a WBAN. So as to transmit packets 

with success once the interference and noise floor of 

a network is high a node has to transmit at a really 

high transmittal power level. 

C. Measurability 

Scalability is incredibly essential for a patient 

watching system like WBAN as a result of its quiet 

typically necessary to alter the amount of nodes and 

collect completely different physiological 

information from the patient body. Once a WBAN is 

scalable it’s straightforward for health care staffs to 

feature or take away some nodes while not poignant 

the whole WBAN operation. Since the PHY layers 

are mounted the measurability of WBAN is basically 

keen about mackintosh layer this mackintosh layer 

plays an important role in maintaining responsibility 

below variable transmission and traffic condition. 

V PROPOSED DESIGN 

A. Clustered Network Setting 

As WBAN devices activate, they 1st begin neighbor 

discovery to create routing table. At first, a entree 

(GW) creates routing table entry and sets 1-hop 

distance parameter in keeping with the user’s system 

configuration. The 1-hop distance parameter is set by 

RSSI intensity level set by system user. If decibel 

worth of the received signal strength is over the 

predefined RSSI threshold, the node is marked as 
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associate degree 1-hop neighboring node. GW 

broadcasts the routing entry as well as the gap 

parameter to its neighbors. As receiving them, 

neighboring nodes update their own routing table and 

air it in sequence. On receiving the routing table, 

they're marked as Tier ‘1’ nodes. And once change, 

they'll air their routing table as mentioned on top of. 

If the remaining nodes that received any Tier ‘1’ 

node’s routing table, they'll be Tier ‘2’ nodes. Once 

receiving 2 or a lot of routing table from multiple 

Tier ‘1’ nodes, they opt for the foremost sturdy signal 

to ascertain a reliable link. 

In this method, hierarchal tree topology is 

established. And Tier ‘1’ node build their own cluster 

once sexual activity with Tier ‘2’. Tier ‘1’ nodes 

become parent node and Tier ‘2’ node becomes kid 

node in their cluster. And then, Tier ‘1’ node requests 

listing of their cluster to GW. GW assigns the amount 

to the requested cluster with out there channel band. 

This network setting has several blessings. First, it's 

potential to resolve power concentration drawback by 

not counting on distance from supply to destination. 

Second, victimization virtual cluster and lowering 

transmission vary, it will cut back potential 

interference not solely from inner-WBAN node 

however additionally from outer-WBAN network. 

This, moreover, is useful to reinforce transmission 

potency. 

B. Quality Support Scheme 

To support quality, we tend to contemplate the 

subsequent 2 aspects: the primary may be a 

traditional human action and therefore the second 

may be a recovery of network failure. 

For these purpose, we tend to develop an impact 

message. Once start-up part, Tier ‘1’ nodes broadcast 

an impact message in every super frame victimization 

common channel band. The management message 

includes the subsequent info regarding range of kid 

nodes, remaining battery and used waveband. 

• Range of Kid nodes: Given a Tier ‘2’ node detected 

another Tier ‘1’ node which has 2 less child node 

than the tier ‘2’ node’s parent by hearing 

management message, the Tier ‘2’ node transfer to 

the Tier ‘1’ to ensure load balance. 

• Remaining battery information: once any child’s 

parent node have battery remaining below threshold, 

kid transfer to a different neighboring Tier ‘1’ node. 

• Operating frequency band information: When there 

wants for any kid node to transfer to a different 

cluster, it should modification to focus on cluster’s 

channel band referring this info field within the 

message. 

VI CONCLUSION 

WBAN is a rising domain within the field of wireless 

communication. It contains of the many little sensors 

placed on or within the body. These sensors live 

patient's very important info and transfer it to medical 

personnel for diagnosing. WBAN has several 

applications, most vital of that is in UHC. With UHC, 

patients don't seem to be needed to go to doctor often. 

They can get diagnosing and prescription for their 

disease whereas from the home. Nowadays, heap of 

labor goes on to create low power sensors and 

devices which will be utilized in UHC.  In our paper, 

completely different standards, problems that are 

used for WBAN applications are mentioned. 
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